AuNS@Ag core-shell nanocubes grafted with rhodamine for concurrent metal-enhanced fluorescence and surfaced enhanced Raman determination of mercury ions.
Mercury ion (Hg2+) is a highly hazardous and widespread pollutant with bio-accumulative properties. Although the existing Hg2+ detection methods have high sensitivity and reliability, whereas there have few reports concerning bimodal detection for Hg2+ with one sensor. Toward this goal, a novel sensor based on rhodamine derivatives (RhD) grafted AuNS@Ag core-shell nanocubes (CSN) has been synthesized and shown the bimodal detection capabilities with metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF) and surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) for Hg2+. Herein, resultant CSN acts as the signal enhancing material; RhD was modified on the outside of the shell to ensure the signal sensitive of the CSN-RhD hybrids. In this work, we investigate the size- and shape-dependent SERS activity of plasmonic CSN comprised of AuNS as cores and Ag cuboids as shells. The SERS activity of CSN with spherical core was found to increase with the increasing thickness of the Ag cubic shell. Sequel, under an optimized condition, a display of strong MEF and SERS signals of the resulting mixtures with increasing of Hg2+ concentrations was observed. The proposed bimodal sensor showed excellent performances for Hg2+ along with wide linear range of 0.001-1000 ppm and 0.01-1000 ppm as well as the relatively low detection limit of 0.94 and 5.16 ppb for MEF and SERS assays, respectively. Furthermore, the ability of the sensor to detect Hg2+was also confirmed in adulterated milk samples.